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this is the other thing that hayter does. he manages to make the werewolves seem very human and in fact their transformations seem a lot less impressive. the werewolf transformations are very tense and noisy, and the characters are pretty much forced to stand and watch as their bodies are ripped apart and
thrown about. hayters film is very much about the protagonists not wanting to be changed, to stay as they are, in human form, and that the werewolf transformations show the men being stripped away of their humanity and becoming something entirely different. so hayters film is about the protagonists not being

the same people they were and the werewolves being transformed into something completely different. so when the werewolf transform its a big deal, but hayters film doesnt really make the werewolves look very intimidating when they do, even when theyre in their full werewolf state. so theres always this sense of
unease that the werewolf seems to be a very docile and friendly animal. this adds to the element of the protagonists not wanting to change, and the film never lets the werewolf transformations get to the point of being as scary as the full transformation can be in other films. but i still think it came across as a very
human werewolf, and thats a very interesting thing to be able to accomplish. david hayter at one point claims that he was bitten by a werewolf, and his film is supposed to be a contemporary drama about that. theres some truth to that, as the werewolves point of view is that he is less than human, and more like a

animal. however, although it explores his feelings of being both man and wolf, and goes to some dark places, it could have been more. not that it's a bad film, but it suffers from a lack of coherence, and some of the action sequences feel oddly amateurish, with one being especially hard to swallow.
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but the performances are first rate, especially momoas. and despite its familiarity, the script does have a few moments where it rises above the standard tropes of the genre. combine that with the good werewolf makeups and some great cinematography and you get a pretty decent, if not especially memorable,
movie. based on his debut, i fully expect to see hayter direct a true blockbuster film sometime in the next few years. but for the here & now wolves is a decent enough start. the canadian scenery is gorgeous to look at, and cinematographer gavin smith does an incredible job of making it all look dreamy, romantic,

eerie and even a bit surreal at moments. as i said earlier, hayters script is pretty familiar, but it does have a few moments where it rises above the morass of similar scripts with a witty line or two. the makeup effects (by dave elsey) strike a nice balance between dogs and wolves, think of what dee wallace looked like
at the end of the howling (1981) and youll get a good idea of what to expect here except that the creatures look a bit more furious here. among the first species to be considered for conservation were wolves, with the first wolf being captured in the white mountains in new hampshire in 1794. in 1903, congress

designated the northern rocky mountain wolf as a game animal. in 1920, a wolf was found in northern wisconsin and in 1923, another in western minnesota. although wolves are protected from state-level hunting, the federal government lists the northern rocky mountain wolf as a game animal and allows it to be
killed by licensed hunters. in 1970, congress passed the wild free-roaming horses and burros act, which established federal protection for wild mustangs and burros on public lands. a year later, congress passed the national wildlife refuge system act, which established the national wildlife refuge system and several
national wildlife refuges. in 1976, the endangered species act of 1973 was enacted, listing the northern rocky mountain wolf as an endangered species. in 1978, two wolves were released into yellowstone national park to establish a new population. these wolves spread to nearby national parks, including wind cave

and wind cave national park. in 1995, the status of the northern rocky mountain wolf was upgraded to “threatened.” in 1997, the fws and state wildlife agencies began an effort to capture wolves in the yellowstone ecosystem. in 1998, wolves were reintroduced to an area of montana where they had not been seen in
more than a century. in 2000, wolves were reintroduced to the northern rocky mountain wolf recovery area. the fws released five wolves into yellowstone national park. the following year, wolves were reintroduced into the wind cave national park area of the northern rocky mountain wolf recovery area. 5ec8ef588b
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